BlueWave Complete Advantage:

- **Solid IP-Based** Access Control System
- **Fully Integrated Video Management System** with Standard Basic Video Analytics
- **Enhanced Search** and Viewing Options
- **Centralized Management**
- **Remote Management** - Users have the ability to access their information from any computer, tablet or smartphone through any web-browser
- **Event Management** - Provides situational awareness during events including real-time surveillance and lock down capabilities
- **Scalable** - BlueWave Complete can scale to meet the security needs of your business whether by physical count of devices or by types of devices
- **Standards-Based** - Open platform allows users to choose from a comprehensive range of industry-leading IP security devices
- **Advanced Analytics Available**
  - License Plate Recognition
  - Facial Recognition
  - Car Alarm, Gun Shot and Aggression Audio Analytics
- **Low Energy Consumption** - Hardware requires minimal physical space and has an extremely low power consumption
- **In-House Sales and Technical Support**

BlueWave Security Complete Gateway:

- Video Management
- Access Control
- Video/Audio Analytics
  - other Security Sensors

Texas Cyber Security Complete
powered by NEXT LEVEL


How to Buy

Tel: 760-929-9596
Sales@BlueWaveSecurity.com
BlueWaveSecurity.com
The T.C.S. Complete Gateway is a completely unique IP security solution. It combines video management, access control, video analytics and more onto a single networked platform that can be accessed from anywhere through a common Web browser. Data from these subsystems is automatically correlated into a sophisticated event management system, providing users with a comprehensive view of security operations. Events from all areas of the system including video, access, intrusion, system health and more can be linked to specific actions or automatically send email notifications. Because there is no software to install, the T.C.S. Complete Gateway is a true browser-based solution that can be accessed from any Web-enabled device.

Experience a new level of sophistication at an affordable price.

The T.C.S. Complete Gateway supports multiple streams of digital video in various resolutions and formats, and access control panels and readers from one door to hundreds. It includes a range of intelligent video analytics and forensic analytic capabilities at no additional cost and operates on an intuitive browser-based interface similar to those found in today's consumer products.

The T.C.S. Complete Gateway is available in a variety of different models

Please Contact Texas Cyber Security to specify the appropriately sized Gateway for your project at: Info@TDAVInc.com

Video Management

The core of the BlueWave Complete Gateway is its fully integrated video management system, which is networked from the ground-up with all system components to offer a comprehensive view of a facility's security operations.

Access Control

The BlueWave Complete Gateway includes a fully integrated IP-access control system. The BlueWave Complete Gateway bundles access control software with full-featured video management software as well as video analytics and intrusion detection capabilities, giving users an over arching view of security operations.

Advanced Real-time and Forensic Video Analytics

The BlueWave Complete Gateway includes 10 built-in analytics for people counting, people count direction, line crossing, activity detection, face capture, perimeter, forensic analytics, dwell time, object taken, object moved. Facial recognition (NextDetect™) and license plate recognition (NextDetect™) are available as premium options.

Full Duplex Audio

The BlueWave Complete Gateway includes unprecedented audio functionality for both on-site and remote facilities management. The Gateway offers the ability to send audio alerts via the Gateway's web interface to notify personnel of an event, enabling swifter response to a security event.

Audio Analytics

Sounds such as glass breaking and gun shots can be automatically recognized to enable immediate action. Glass Break analytic is standard, Car Alarm, Gun Shot and Aggression are available as premium features.

Video Display

Users have the ability to push video to external monitors using the BlueWave Complete HD Decoder. Drag and drop cameras and other video into customized layouts and push view to external display monitor.

Remote Monitoring

1. Lock or unlock doors remotely through a Web browser
2. Full duplex audio

Locate camera with grid view thumbnails from all cameras

Unlock Door

1. Lock or unlock doors using your Mobile device
2. Video from IP Camera
3. Access Control Door

Event Notification and Management

1. Touch to Unlock Door
2. Video from Access Control Door
3. Compare face-capture images with cardholder database to verify access events

Build cardholder database and print cards

1-Hour Timeline
24-Hour Timeline
1. Rewind / Fast Forward
2. Play/Pause
3. List / Recorded Toggle
4. Date / Time Selection
5. Camera Events Toggle
6. Event Bookmark
7. Video Analytics
8. Digital Zoom
9. PTZ
10. Play Audio
11. Take Back (Local Mic Control)
12. Volume / Mute
13. Export JPG
14. Export Video
15. Full Screen Toggle
16. 1-Hour Timeline
17. 24-Hour Timeline
18. Play Heads
19. Detach Zone
20. Clip Export Start / Stop Brackets
21. Select a Stream
22. Camera Event Log
23. Camera Reports
24. Back Button

A world of security in one package
The BlueWave Complete Gateway is a completely unique IP security solution. It combines video management, access control, video analytics and more onto a single networked platform that can be accessed from anywhere through a common Web browser. Data from these subsystems is automatically correlated into a sophisticated event management system, providing users with a comprehensive view of security operations. Events from all areas of the system including video, access, intrusion, system health and more can be linked to specific actions or automatically send email notifications. Because there is no software to install, the BlueWave Complete Gateway is a true browser-based solution that can be accessed from any Web-enabled device.

Experience a new level of sophistication at an affordable price.
The BlueWave Complete Gateway supports multiple streams of digital video in various resolutions and formats, and access control panels and readers from one door to hundreds. It includes a range of intelligent video analytics and forensic analytic capabilities at no additional cost and operates on an intuitive browser-based interface similar to those found in today’s consumer products.

The BlueWave Complete Gateway is available in a variety of different models
Please contact BlueWave Security Sales to specify the appropriately sized Gateway for your project at: sales@bluewavesecurity.com.

Video Management

The core of the T.C.S. Complete Gateway is its fully integrated video management system, which is networked from the ground-up with all system components to offer a comprehensive view of a facility’s security operations.

Access Control
The T.C.S. Complete Gateway includes a fully integrated IP-access control system. The T.C.S. Complete Gateway bundles access control software with full-featured video management software as well as video analytics and intrusion detection capabilities, giving users an over arching view of security operations.

Advanced Real-time and Forensic Video Analytics
The T.C.S. Complete Gateway includes 10 built-in analytics for people counting, people count direction, line crossing, activity, direction, face capture, perimeter, forensic analytics, dwell time, object taken, object moved. Facial recognition and license plate recognition are available as premium options.

Full Duplex Audio
The T.C.S. Complete Gateway includes unprecedented audio functionality for both on-site and remote facilities management. The Gateway offers the ability to send audio alerts via the Gateway’s web interface to notify personnel of an event, enabling swifter response to a security event.

Audio Analytics
Sounds such as glass breaking and gun shots can be automatically recognized to enable immediate action. Glass Break analytic is standard. Car Alarm, Gun Shot and Aggression are available as premium features.

Video Display
Users have the ability to push video to external monitors using the T.C.S. Complete HD Decoder. Drag and drop cameras and other video into customized layouts and push view to external display monitor.

Remote Monitoring

Access Control

1. Lock or unlock doors remotely through a Web browser
2. Full duplex audio

Unlock Door

1. Touch to Unlock Door
2. Video from IP Camera at Access Control Door

Unlock Door

1. Lock or unlock doors using your Mobile device

A world of security in one package

Video Management

1. Rewind / Fast Forward
2. Play/Pause
3. List / Recorded Toggle
4. Date / Time Selection
5. Camera Events Toggle
6. Event Bookmark
7. Video Analytics
8. Digital Zoom
9. PTZ
10. Play Audio
11. Takeback (Local Mic Control)
12. Volume / Mute
13. Export JPS
14. Export Video
15. Full Screen Toggle
16. 1-Hour Timeline
17. 24-Hour Timeline
18. Play heads
19. Detal Zone
20. Clip Export Start / Stop Brackets
21. Select a Stream
22. Camera Event Log
23. Camera Reports
24. Back Button

Event Notification and Management

1. Locate camera with grid view thumbnails from all cameras
2. Compare face-capture images with cardholder database to verify access events
3. Build cardholder database and print cards

Unlock Door

1. Unlock Door

Access Control

1. Touch to Unlock Door
2. Video from IP Camera at Access Control Door

Video Display

1. Stop Brackets
2. Clip Export Start / Stop Brackets
3. Compare face-capture images with cardholder database to verify access events
4. Build cardholder database and print cards

A world of security in one package

Video Management

1. Rewind / Fast Forward
2. Play/Pause
3. List / Recorded Toggle
4. Date / Time Selection
5. Camera Events Toggle
6. Event Bookmark
7. Video Analytics
8. Digital Zoom
9. PTZ
10. Play Audio
11. Takeback (Local Mic Control)
12. Volume / Mute
13. Export JPS
14. Export Video
15. Full Screen Toggle
16. 1-Hour Timeline
17. 24-Hour Timeline
18. Play heads
19. Detal Zone
20. Clip Export Start / Stop Brackets
21. Select a Stream
22. Camera Event Log
23. Camera Reports
24. Back Button
Unified Physical Security Platform
Managed from your Mobile Device Anywhere at Any Time

Texas Cyber Security Complete Advantage:

- **Solid IP-Based** Access Control System
- **Fully Integrated Video Management System** with Standard Basic Video Analytics
- **Enhanced Search** and Viewing Options
- **Centralized Management**
- **Remote Management** - Users have the ability to access their information from any computer, tablet or smartphone through any web-browser
- **Event Management** - Provides situational awareness during events including real-time surveillance and lock down capabilities
- **Scalable** - T.C.S. Complete can scale to meet the security needs of your business whether by physical count of devices or by types of devices
- **Standards-Based** - Open platform allows users to choose from a comprehensive range of industry-leading IP security devices
- **Advanced Analytics** Available
  - License Plate Recognition
  - Facial Recognition
  - Car Alarm, Gun Shot and Aggression
  - Audio Analytics
- **Low Energy Consumption** - Hardware requires minimal physical space and has an extremely low power consumption
- **In-House Sales** and Technical Support

How to Buy
Visit www.TDAVinc.com